Airtechnic Solutions

Airtechnic Solutions is an internationally operating
company dedicated to developing, manufacturing and the
supply of tailor-made air technological systems for the
industry.
We are specialists in providing integral solutions for air
technological problems in the field of process air
treatment and powder processing.
Already since 1985 we work for customers all over the
world in all industries.
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Airtechnic Solutions is responsible for the entire process from
consulting and design to the completion of the final system. In
addition, we go beyond just providing a solution to the primary
question. We advise our customers about energy
consumption, safety, labour conditions and ease of use and
implement solutions in these fields into our systems.
Customers also rely on our expertise for the supply of parts
and components for powder and bulk processing systems and
process air treatment.
As part of our service we represent leading companies in their
field of expertise, i.e.:
Continental Industries, multi-stage centrifugal blowers and
exhausters, and
MIX s.r.l., mixers and components for powder and solids
handling.

Airtechnic Solutions B.V. is part of the
Hotraco Group.

Airtechnic Solutions

Powder processing
Air screen technology
custom-made systems for screening and
classifying powders.
Pneumatic conveying systems for bulk and solids.
MIX Srl mixers
 continuous and batch mixers for powders,
granules fibers and pasta
 granulators for converting powders into
granules
 reactors and dryers
 stirred bunkers
 laboratory mixers

Air and gas transport
 Continental Industrie blowers and exhausters
 Continental Industrie biogas blowers
 axial and radial fans
Mix Srl components
 dust collectors: bag and cartridge filters
 bin vent filters
 butterfly valves, slide valves
 pinch valves
 loading bellows
 silo management
 screw conveyor components

Process air treatment
Air and gas purification
 multi-cyclones, cyclones
 baghouse and cartridge dust collectors
 wet scrubbers
 activated carbon filters
 positive ionisation dust collectors
 consultancy and engineering

Clean manufacturing
 air treatment
 central vacuum cleaning systems
 cleanrooms
 air knifes
 consultancy and engineering

